DXXXX INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT EXPANSION
CONTRACT XXXXX - TERMINAL II BUILDING

METHOD STATEMENT FOR
FOR SEWAGE LIFTING STATION

I. SCOPE OF WORK:

Operation, testing and commissioning of the Sewage Lifting Station, as indicated in Part III, Technical Specification sections 2.3.9.

Drawing References:

AP/M/200/021

Associated method statements are MS-M-05, MS-M-09.

II. PARTIES INVOLVED:

M/s. BXXXX : Main Contractor’s Representative : Mr. Oo
MEP Co-ordinator

M/s. XXX : Sub-contractor’s Representative : Mr. N.
Project Manager
and / or
Mr. Ra
Mech. Engineer

M/s. Bxxxxxx Veritxxx, Representative :

M/s. XXXX Representative :

III. SYSTEM COMPONENT

Part I - Electrical System

Part II - Mechanical System

Part III - Cabling under MS-M-07

Associated tests: BMS Control (Operation) of SLS - MS-M-09
Drainage System MS-M-05